
 

IN BRIEF 

Two of the leading privacy regulators of US websites and mobile apps are 

telling the internet industry that a privacy policy alone may no longer 

be sufficient to alert consumers when sensitive personal information is 

being collected about them. 

San Francisco – Two of the leading privacy regulators of US websites and mobile

apps are telling the internet industry that a privacy policy alone may no longer

be sufficient to alert consumers when sensitive personal information is being

collected about them. 

 

The Federal Trade Commission and the California Attorney General’s office are

asking companies to voluntarily use ‘just-in-time’ or other ‘enhanced’  notices

that would alert consumers when an app or a website is about to collect

sensitive data, such as location, health or financial information, or information

about contacts or calendar data. 

  

Neither agency has the enforcement power to require those notifications, but

the statements reflect a growing belief on the part of privacy enforcers that,

because technology moves so quickly, voluntary guidelines to design privacy

into products are preferable to waiting for the law to catch up to technology. 

 

The move also reflects the conclusion by privacy enforcers that while 5,000-

word privacy policies drafted in dense legal language can be an effective

enforcement tool, very few consumers actually read them.  Therefore, the

thinking goes, regulators need to come up with a simpler, easier to use tool to

allow consumers to make informed choices about their online privacy.  

 

FTC chairwoman Edith Ramirez brought up ‘just-in-time’ notifications last week

in a speech to a digital advertising industry group in Washington (see here).

Both the FTC and the California Attorney General have recently issued reports

calling for enhanced privacy notifications by mobile apps, in addition to a basic

privacy policy (see here and here). 

 

California Attorney General Kamala Harris last year brokered a voluntary deal

with the major app platforms controlled by Apple, Google, Facebook,

Microsoft, BlackBerry and others to require privacy policies for apps that

harvest personal information. Now, California is going even a step beyond the

FTC, calling for enhanced alerts when an app or website collects personal

information that has little or nothing to do with its main function. 

 

For example, a flashlight app should notify consumers if it is going to collect

location information about consumers. The basic operating principle, said

Joanne McNabb, director of privacy education and policy for the California
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Attorney General’s office, is “surprise minimization” for consumers – that if an

app is going to do something with personal information that consumers would

not have reasonably expected, the app should explicitly warn users.  

 

“Whether or not we’re on the front of an edge, we’re part of a wave that’s

going in this direction,” McNabb said in an interview with MLex. 

 

McNabb said the California Attorney General’s office has received resistance

from app developers and others in the internet industry who are concerned

that too many notifications could clutter the function of the app. But McNabb

said by limiting the amount of personal information they collect to the minimum

necessary to operate the app, companies can reduce the need for

notifications.  

 

“Yeah, it would, from the consumer’s perspective, be annoying have a whol

bunch of these notifications. But as we say in the report, one way to deal with

that is don’t do those things,” she said. 

 

Another alternative, she said, would be to combine a “short-form privacy

policy”  that more consumers would read with a “privacy dashboard”  that

consumers could use to customize choices about what information they want to

share, and what information they don’t. 

 

Some lawyers who specialize in internet privacy issues think 'just-in-time' will

be one of the online privacy buzzwords of 2013. 

 

“The FTC and the AG in California seem to really like this idea. I think others

are going to pick it up on it as well,”  James T. Shreve, a lawyer with

BuckleySandler in Washington who specializes in privacy and security issues,

said in a recent American Bar Association panel discussion on internet privacy. 

 

But whatever happens with short notifications, the 5,000-word privacy policy is

not going extinct anytime soon. 

 

A privacy policy “forces a company to think through what their practices and

policies are going to be,” McNabb said.

Linked Case File(s) 

IT regulation - State of California - mobile apps privacy agreements
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